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Abstract
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) is an emerging technology that 
uses wireless multi-hop networking to provide a cost-efficient way 
for community or enterprise users to have broadband Internet 
access and share network resources major components of a 
WMN include wireless mesh routers and wireless mesh client. 
Since WMNs are typically used as wireless backbones, they 
have the nature that the wireless communication is not stable. 
Hence, it is significant to protect them against link or node 
failures. As it is the emerging technology in the wireless domain 
field we need to detect the fault and we need to identify the 
recovery techniques used for the faults occurring in it. In this 
paper we proposed a rule–based expert system for WMN which 
is helpful for finding the fault based on the user specifications 
and also provide the necessary recovery technique for handling 
that fault. 
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I. Introduction
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) are dynamically self-
organized and self-configured, with the nodes in the network 
automatically establishing an ad hoc network and maintaining 
the mesh connectivity [4]. The inherent characteristics of 
WMN enable the nodes to configure automatically, discover 
automatically and route dynamically. The vital features of WMN 
are large capacity, wide coverage and high transmission speed. 
Meanwhile, WMN confronts a series of problems including 
the frequent topological variations, unstable link and multiple 
external interferences, which leads to various and complicated 
faults. How to diagnose the faults and recover the function of 
network effectively has been a critical challenge to WMN. 

Fig. 1: Infrastructure of WMNs.

In this paper we propose a Rule-Based expert system as a fault 
diagnosis approach which contains diagnostic rules imitating 
how a human expert might perform systematic fault analysis. 
These rules are typically derived from knowledge engineering 
by extracting heuristics from human experts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes 
about the overview of the expert system. Section III describes 

about the proposed system. Section IV specifies faults of the 
system. Section V shows decision tree of the system.  Section 
VI describes system design. Section VII shows the feasibility 
of using a simulator as a diagnostic tool. Section 8 includes 
conclusion and future scope.

II. Overview of Expert System
• An Expert System is an interactive computer based 

decision tool that uses both facts and heuristics to solve 
difficult decision making problems, based on knowledge 
acquired from an expert [2].

• An Expert System is a model and associated procedure that 
exhibits, with in a specific domain, a degree of expertise 
in problem solving that is comparable to that of human 
expert.

• An Expert System compared with traditional computer:
            Interface Engine + Knowledge  
            =Expert System
            Algorithm+data Structures=
            Program in Traditional Computer         

A. Expert System Components and Interface

Fig. 2: Components of Expert System

• Knowledge Base: a declarative representation of the 
expertise; often in IF THEN rules

• Working Storage: the data which is specific to a problem 
being solved.

• Inference Engine: The code at the core of the system which 
derives recommendations from the knowledge base and 
problem specific data in working storage.

• User Interface: The code that controls the dialog between 
the user and the system.

B. Characteristics of Expert Systems
• Operates as an interactive system.
• Tools have ability to filter knowledge.
• Make logical inferences based on knowledge stored.
• Ability to explain reasoning.
• Domain-Specific.
• Capability to assign confidence values.
• Cost-effective alternative to human expert.              
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III. Proposed System: Rule-Based Expert System 
Rule-based expert systems use human expert knowledge to 
solve real-world problems that normally would require human 
intelligence. Expert knowledge is often represented in the 
form of rules or as data within the computer [3]. Depending 
upon the problem requirement, these rules and data can be 
recalled to solve problems. Rule-based expert systems have 
played an important role in modern intelligent systems and 
their applications in strategic goal setting, planning, design, 
scheduling, fault monitoring, diagnosis and so on.

Rule-Based systems consist of two broad kinds of inference 
engines: 
• Forward Chaining System 
• Backward Chaining System. 

Forward Chaining System:  In a forward chaining system, the 
initial facts are processed first, and keep using the rules to draw 
new conclusions given those facts. Forward chaining systems 
are primarily data- driven. Backward Chaining System: In a 
backward chaining system, the hypothesis (or solution/goal) we 
are trying to reach is processed first, and keep looking for rules 
that would allow concluding that hypothesis. As the processing 
progresses, new sub goals are also set for validation.  Backward 
chaining systems are goal-driven.

IV. Faults in WMNs 
In our paper we consider few faults which may occur in the 
WMN are:
1. Connectivity Problem
2. Insecure Access
3. Slow Response 
4. Packet Loss

The above mentioned faults are diagnosed using rule-based 
forward chaining system: 
For each of the faults certain types of symptoms can be 
observed in the network at any node which is experiencing 
it by the user. Each of the faults is carried out with certain 
number of symptoms. The symptom chosen by user matches 
with our recovery then we display name of the fault that the 
user is experiencing along with recovery method that to avoid 
or prevent that fault in the network. In this way we can replace 
the expert to recover fault occurring in the WMN.

V. Decision tree for Troubleshooting 

Fig. 3: Decision tree for Troubleshooting 

Where:
               F: Fault

               S: Symptom
               RT: Recovery Technique
Explanation:
1. IF Fault  F1 and  Symptom S1.1  THEN  Recovery  Technique  

RT1.1
2. IF Fault  F1 and  Symptom S1.2  THEN  Recovery  Technique  

RT1.2
3. IF Fault  F1 and  Symptom S1.3  THEN  Recovery  Technique  

RT1.3
4. IF Fault  F1 and  Symptom S1.4  THEN  Recovery  Technique  

RT1.4
5. IF Fault  F2 and  Symptom S2.1/ S2.2/  S2.3 THEN  

Recovery  Technique  RT2
6. IF Fault  F3 and  Symptom S3.1/ S3.2/  S3.3   THEN  Recovery  

Technique  RT3
7. IF Fault  F4 and  Symptom S4.1/ S4.2/  S4.3  THEN  Recovery  

Technique  RT4

VI. System Design
Forward chaining systems are often called "production" 
systems. Each of the rules is actually a miniature procedure 
called a production. When the patterns in the left hand side 
match working storage elements, then the actions on the right 
hand side are taken [5]. 
Production systems are composed of three components: 
• The rule set;
• A working storage area which contains the current state of 
the system;
• An inference engine which knows how to apply the rules. 
The rules are of the form:
Left Hand Side (LHS) ==> Right Hand  Side (RHS).
The LHS is a collection of conditions which must be matched in 
working storage for the rule to be executed. The RHS contains 
the actions to be taken if the LHS conditions are met.

The execution cycle is:
1. Select a rule whose left hand side conditions match the 

current state as stored in the working storage.
2. Execute the right hand side of that rule, thus somehow 

changing the current state.
3. Repeat until there are no rules which apply.

Production systems differ in the sophistication of the algorithm 
used to select a rule (step 1). Oops will use the simplest 
algorithm of just selecting the first rule whose conditions match 
working storage. The knowledge engineer programs in Oops 
by creating rules for the particular application. The syntax of 
the rules is [5]:
rule <rule id>:
[<N>: <condition>, .......] 
==>  [<action>, ....].
where:             
rule id – A unique identifier for the rule;

N - Optional identification for the condition;
condition - A pattern to match against working storage;
action - An action to take. The condition pattern is matched 
against those stored in working storage. The comparison 
operators (>, =<, etc.) are also defined for comparing variables 
which are bound during the pattern matching.
The following RHS actions are supported:
assert(X) - adds the term X to working storage;
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retract(all) - retracts all of the working storage terms which were 
matched in the LHS of the rule being executed;
retract(N) - retracts LHS condition number N from working 
storage;

Using OOPS 
According to Winston & Horn in LISP programming, forward 
chaining system rules would be expressed in Oops to show 
the behavior of the proposed expert system.

Table 1 : Simulated behavior of the proposed expert system
Rule F1:
[1: is a (X, 
S1.1)]
==> 
[assert( is 
a(X, RT1.1))]
[2: is a (X, 
S1.2)]
==> 
[assert( is 
a(X, RT1.2))]
[3: is a (X, 
S1.3)]
==> 
[assert is 
a(X, RT1.3))]
[4: is a (X, 
S1.4)]
==> 
[assert (is 
a(X, RT1.4))]

Rule F2:
[1: is a (X, 
S2.1),
 2: is a (X, 
S2.2),
3: is a (X, 
S2.3)]
==>
[retract(all), 
[assert( is 
a(X, RT2))]

Rule F3:
[1: is a (X, 
S3.1),
 2: is a (X, 
S3.2),
3: is a (X, 
S3.3)]
==>
[retract(all), 
[assert( is 
a(X, RT3))]

Rule F4:
[1: is a (X, 
S4.1),
 2: is a (X, 
S4.2),
3: is a (X,S4.3)]
==>
[retract(all), 
[assert( is a(X, 
RT4))]

Example: Suppose in our proposed expert system we had 
connectivity problem
The rules to detect it are:
1. Do you suffering with connectivity problem
2. Do you situated larger distance from the access point
Then we confirm it as connectivity problem and we inform that 
please adjust your transmission power to greater range such 
that your signal can reach the gateway or Access Point (AP).
The specified faults are clearly understood by user and can easily 
experience those directly so he can specify them easily.
By using the WMN expert system we can give problem description 
and recovery techniques for the network expert or user without 
much knowledge on the WMN he can recover from the failure 
occur in the WMN. So we can say that our expert system can 
be working in user perspective.

VII. Simulation of the System

a).Home Page

b). IF   F1 and  S1.1  THEN  RT1.1               
                                                                 

c).IF F1 and S1.2   THEN  RT1.2

d). IF F1 and S1.3 THEN RT1.3            

e). IF F1 and S1.4  THEN  RT1.4
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f). IF   F2 and S2.1/ S2.2/   S2.3 THEN   RT2

g). IF F3 and S3.1/ S3.2/   S3.3   THEN  RT3                                                                            

i).IF F4 and S4.1/ S4.2/   S4.3   THEN   RT4
Fig. 4: (a) to (i) shows the simulation behaviour of the system

VIII. Conclusion and Future scope
The work presented in this paper has revealed and emphasized 
effectiveness and importance of expert systems as a decision 
making tool for users in identifying WMN faults. The system 
provides user friendly interfaces so that any computer literate, 
not necessarily a computer expert can use the system with 
ease .Since the Knowledge Base was constructed by involving 
several network experts. The system developed here is so flexible 
that any further developments in the field of networks can be 
easily incorporated. The system can be further enhanced by 
developing a simulator that interacts with the user in an efficient 
way for the simulation of WMN.
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